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Our next issue (which was to have been this one): A Double Issue of Essays, Stories, and Poems from the last seven years of the International Writing Program.
The Iowa Review

INTERVIEW

Interview with Ishmael Reed

FICTION

The Clean-up Man
The Kogi Necklace
The Keepers
The Victim

ESSAY

Sylvia Plath's Narrative Strategies

MEMOIR

Tenants of Unhousement

POEMS

Ballade of the Back Road
Living Alone
Rapid Transit
Two Poems
Steering Clear
How Is This Done?
A Name for Anna
The Prize
The Census
The Lotus Eaters
Shorn
In Palo Alto
Proposal to Misty
Keeping the Heat Down
Heading South Along the Nebraska Border
Throwing Racetrack Cats at Saratoga
Reaching the Audience
The Power of Toads
Canon Fanin's Apology
Fishing in the Truckee

REVIEWS

On Lars Gustafsson
Small Press Review
On James L. White